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Have you ever heard this story? Satan was about to send three of his students out into the 

world to complete an internship. He asked each of them what they would say to the 

people on earth to lead them astray. One answered he would say “there is no God”. Satan 

said that would not work as Scripture is clear – there is a God. The second student 

answered he would say “there is no such thing as Satan”. Satan said that would not work 

as Scripture is clear – there is a devil. The third said “I will tell them not to worry about 

sin - there is plenty of time to repent”.  Satan was thrilled and sent the three out to spread 

that message saying “you will destroy millions”.  

Do you remember that oft quoted line by Scarlet O’Hara at the end of Gone With The 

Wind “I’ll think about that tomorrow”? Have you heard the line “Never do today what 

you can put off until tomorrow”? The story and these one-liners imply there is always 

time and reinforce that procrastination is acceptable, even desirable.  

Scripture tells us we do not have all the time in the world – it tells us to be ready as we do 

not know the appointed time and hour when the Master will come. 

 

Christmas is and is not an exception to not knowing when the Master will come. We 

know Jesus comes to us on Christmas Day. The Church gives us the Season of Advent to 

help us prepare for this very big Holy Day.  Additionally Advent reminds us as we 

profess at mass “Christ will come again” and to prepare for that coming, the timing of 

which we do not know. For many there are lots of good intentions about making this a 

very special, even holy Christmas yet there will be little Advent preparation for it. For 

many this is a yearly occurrence always starting out with the best of intentions of 

embracing the Spirit of Christmas but succumbing to the more worldly preparations of 

the season, decorating, gift buying, partying. Many of us listen to that Satan Intern - 

Christmas comes and goes and we say next year I am going to celebrate Christmas right. 

But what if we are not here next year? And what if we are here next year but some we 

could have touched this year are not? 

 

Consider telling yourself and reminding yourself that you do not have all the time in the 

world; that sometimes, tomorrow does not come; that you should not put off till 

tomorrow what you can do today. Make an effort to carefully observe not the holiday 

season of preparation but the Advent Season of preparation and prepare yourself and your 

loved ones for the birthday celebration and the second coming of the Savior of the World. 

Take some time and prepare a new Christmas to do list. What would you do different this 

year?  

 

Have a Blessed Christmas 
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